Integrating Valve-Inspired Design Features Into Poly(ethylene glycol) Hydrogel Scaffolds For Heart Valve Tissue Engineering
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Abstract

The development of advanced scaffolds that recapitulate the anisotropic mechanical behavior and biological functions of the extracellular matrix in leaflets would be transformative for heart valve tissue engineering. In this study, anisotropic mechanical properties were established in poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels by crosslinking stripes of 3.4 kDa PEG diacrylate (PEGDA) within 20 kDa PEGDA base hydrogels using a photolithographic patterning method. Varying the stripe width and spacing resulted in a tensile elastic modulus parallel to the stripes that was 4.1 to 6.8 times greater than that in the perpendicular direction, comparable to the degree of anisotropy between the circumferential and radial orientations in native valve leaflets. Biomimetic PEG-peptide hydrogels were prepared by tethering the cell-adhesive peptide RGDS and incorporating the collagenase-degradable peptide PQ (GGGPQG↓IWGQGK) into the polymer network. The specific amounts of RGDS and PEG-PQ within the resulting hydrogels influenced the elongation, de novo extracellular matrix deposition and hydrogel degradation behavior of encapsulated valvular interstitial cells (VICs). In addition, the morphology and activation of VICs grown atop PEG hydrogels could be modulated by controlling the concentration or micro-patterning profile of PEG-RGDS. These results are promising for the fabrication of PEG-based hydrogels using anatomically and biologically inspired scaffold design features for heart valve tissue engineering.
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1. Introduction

Heart valve disease is prevalent worldwide, with the number of patients requiring heart valve replacement expected to increase from approximately 290,000 per year worldwide in 2003 to over 850,000 in 2050 [1]. The surgical replacement of diseased heart valves, especially aortic valves, has been widely performed using mechanical valves, bioprosthetic valves, and cryopreserved homograft valves. All these current devices, however, have limitations with risks of further morbidity and mortality. For example, mechanical valves may cause hemorrhage and thromboembolism, and thus require patients to take anticoagulation medication for the rest of their lives [2]. Bioprosthetic valves last only 10-15 years due to the leaflet mineralization and mechanical fatigue [3-5], as well as immunogenic complications. Homografts have some of the same issues as bioprosthetic valves, with the added complication of limited supply. In addition, a common problem with all these devices is their failure to grow and remodel. This limitation is especially problematic for the treatment of congenital heart diseases, which affects approximately 20,000 newborns each year in the US alone [6]. These patients will likely require valve replacement several times during their childhood and adult life. For these reasons, the prospect of a tissue engineered heart valve (TEHV) that can grow and remodel is very appealing [7-9].

Several strategies have been employed to develop TEHVs over the last 2 decades, with the intent that when the implanted engineered valve is functioning in vivo, it will demonstrate the native valve microstructure, tissue mechanics, and cell-matrix interactions. A variety of natural polymers such as collagen [10], fibrin [11] and hyaluronic acid [12], as well as synthetic polymers such as poly(lactic acid) and poly(glycolic acid) copolymers [13], polycaprolactone (PCL) [14], and polyglycolic acid and poly-4-hydroxybutyrate composite [15], have been evaluated as scaffolds for TEHVs. These previous efforts generally focused either on the overall mechanical strength of the scaffolds or on the function of the cells cultured within the scaffold, but not both. However, there is growing interest in fabricating scaffolds that can recapitulate the anisotropic behavior of the leaflets while simultaneously directing cell behavior such as degradation of the polymer scaffold matrix and de novo ECM deposition.

Native aortic valve leaflets, for example, have circumferentially oriented collagen bundles that impart anisotropic mechanical behavior [16], allowing the leaflet to extend radially while withstanding high circumferential stress during approximately 3 billion cycles of opening and closing in an average lifetime [17, 18]. Thus, the anisotropic mechanical property of the leaflets is one essential design feature for TEHV. One aspect of this present study investigated photolithography for the purpose of introducing valve-like anisotropy feature into the TEHV scaffold by mimicking the alignment of the load-bearing collagen bundles.

The leaflets also contain valvular interstitial cells (VICs), which present with two primary phenotypes. One phenotype has quiescent fibroblast characteristics, whereas the other has characteristics of myofibroblasts, staining positively for smooth muscle alpha-actin (α-SMA) and associated with the remodeling of extracellular matrix (ECM). VICs attach to the surrounding ECM at focal adhesions through integrin-receptor binding. The biological
function of the scaffold, which plays a key role in the interaction between these resident cells and their surrounding ECM, including both matrix degradation and new ECM deposition, is another essential design feature that must be replicated within a TEHV [19]. Therefore, this study investigated the effect of patterning of integrin ligand RGDS on VIC phenotype and alignment to determine how VIC behavior can be modulated in a way that resembles the native valve.

Structurally and biochemically modified poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels were evaluated to study the effect of valve-inspired scaffold anisotropy and cell binding and alignment. PEG hydrogels are attractive for use as tissue engineering scaffolds because PEG is biocompatible, resists non-specific protein adsorption, and has been approved for internal use by the FDA [20]. The structure, mechanical behavior, and degradability of PEG hydrogels can be tuned by controlling chemistry and processing conditions [21, 22]. Moreover, the biological functions of PEG hydrogels can be modified by incorporation of bioactive molecules such as proteins [23], peptides [24] and polysaccharides [25] into the polymer network. In particular, the incorporation of small peptides derived from natural proteins can enable specific functions such as cell adhesion [26] and matrix degradation [27] and thereby improve cell-matrix interactions within PEG hydrogels.

In this study, mechanical properties and biological functions of modified PEG hydrogels were evaluated in relation to key features that are desired within a TEHV, namely anisotropy, cell adhesion and viability, VIC activation, and production of ECM. We demonstrated that PEG hydrogels can be modified according to valve-inspired design features to generate scaffolds that are suitable for the in vitro development of TEHVs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. PEGDA synthesis

Photocrosslinkable poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) was prepared as previously described [28]. Briefly, PEG powder (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in a round bottom flask. One molar excess triethylamine (TEA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) followed by three molar excess acryloyl chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were then slowly mixed into the PEG solution. The reaction was allowed to proceed under argon overnight. The resulting PEGDA was purified and lyophilized prior to further use. The degree of polymer acrylation was analyzed by $^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Fig. S1) using a Bruker 400 MHz NMR Spectrometer (Bruker, USA). Acrylation percentage was calculated based on the ratio of hydrogens from the acrylate groups to hydrogens on the PEG backbone. All PEGDA samples used for experiments in this study had acrylation above 95%.

2.2. Preparation of PEG hydrogels

PEG hydrogels were prepared by crosslinking a pre-polymer solution using either UV light (BLAK-RAY UV lamp B100AP or self-assembled collimated UV equipment in The Houston Methodist Hospital Research Institute, Houston, TX) [29] or white light (Leica...
KL1500 LCD) [30] with different photoinitiators as previously described. First, the pre-polymer solutions were prepared by dissolving PEGDA into phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4) at specific concentrations, e.g. 10% and 15% w/v. For UV light crosslinking, a photoinitiator (2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone, Irgacure 2959, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the PEGDA solution at a final concentration of 3 mg/ml. For white light crosslinking, 1.5% (v/v) triethanolamine (TEOA, Sigma-Aldrich), 10 μM Eosin Y solution (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.375% (v/v) N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP, Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed into the PEGDA solution.

The pre-polymer solutions were injected into molds assembled from two glass slides pretreated with Sigmacote (Sigma-Aldrich) and a 1-mm thick polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) spacer. The molds were secured with metal binder clips and then exposed to the appropriate light source for specific time. Next, the crosslinked hydrogel was weighed and then soaked in fresh PBS overnight on a shaker to allow swelling and to remove any unreacted molecules. The swelling ratio was calculated by comparing the hydrogel weights before and after swelling.

2.3. Photolithographic patterning of PEG hydrogels

First, a high molecular weight (MW) PEGDA hydrogel (20 kDa, 10% w/v) was prepared as a “base slab” by crosslinking with the collimated UV light for 2 min. This base slab was then soaked in a low MW PEGDA solution (3.4 kDa, 20% w/v) for approximately 8 hours to allow the low MW PEGDA to diffuse into the high MW polymer network. The composite hydrogels were then exposed to collimated UV light for 3 min through a pre-designed stripe-pattern photomask (20,000 dpi, CAD/Art Services, Bandon, OR) to crosslink the 3.4 kDa PEGDA into the 20 kDa PEG hydrogel. The patterned hydrogels were soaked in fresh PBS for at least 6 hours to remove unreacted PEGDA and photoinitiator molecules. The photolithographic patterning was also performed under white light following similar procedures. Staining with cresyl violet acetate (2 mg/ml) allowed visual differentiation of the two regions within the hydrogels as the dye molecule preferentially remained in the denser areas of 3.4 kDa PEGDA crosslinking and washed free from the 20 kDa base PEG hydrogel.

2.4. Mechanical test of PEG hydrogels

Compression and tension tests of PEG hydrogels were conducted using a Bose Enduratec ELF 3200 system (Eden Prairie, MN). For the quasi-static compression test, cylindrical hydrogel samples, 8.0 mm (diameter) × 1.0 mm (thickness), were cut by a standard punch and placed between compression plates. The maximum displacement of the crosshead was 0.3 mm with a speed of 0.02 mm/s. Gauge length was 1.0 mm.

For the uniaxial tension test, PEG hydrogels were cut into rectangle shapes, 30.0 mm (length) × 5.0 mm (width) × 1.0 mm (thickness), using a lab-machined mold. The ends of the hydrogels were glued between two pieces of paper, which were gripped by the clamps. The shortest distance measured between the two pieces of paper was used as the gauge length. Tension tests were performed at a speed of 0.1 mm/s until either a maximum displacement of 12 mm or sample failure was reached.
In all compression and tension analyses, 6 replicates of each hydrogel sample were tested. The loading force and sample displacement were recorded in each test, and divided by the sample cross-sectional area and gauge lengths, respectively to obtain stress and strain values. In both compression and tension data analysis, the elastic modulus was determined as the slope of the stress-strain curve (0-20% strain for compression, 0-fracture for tension) using the linear regression tool in Excel software.

2.5. Incorporation of bioactive peptides to the PEG network

The cell-adhesive peptide RGDS was obtained from American Peptide Company (Sunnyvale, CA) and incorporated into the PEG network to allow cell adhesion to the hydrogel [26]. In addition, a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-sensitive peptide sequence, GGGPQG↓IWGQGK (herein referred as PQ; ↓marks the cleavable bonding site), was prepared by the solid phase peptide synthesis using an APEX 396 synthesizer (Aapptec, Louisville, KY) as previously described [31]. PQ was incorporated into the PEG network to provide hydrogel degradability.

For preparation of Acrl-PEG-RGDS (hereafter abbreviated as PEG-RGDS), a mixture of Acrl-PEG-SVA (MW 3400, Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) and RGDS in PBS at a molar ratio of 1:1.2 was adjusted to pH 8.0 using 0.1 N NaOH, and reacted overnight on an orbital shaker. For synthesis of Acrl-PEG-PQ-PEG-Acrl (hereafter abbreviated as PEG-PQ-PEG), a PBS solution with Acrl-PEG-SVA (MW 3400, Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) and PQ in the molar ratio of 2.1:1 was used for the reaction. PEG-RGDS and PEG-PQ-PEG solutions were then dialyzed against ultrapure H₂O and lyophilized to obtain dry powder. Peptide conjugations were confirmed by the gel permeation chromatography (GPC).

2.6. Micro-patterning of RGDS on PEG hydrogels

Coverslips were exposed to Piranha solution for 3-5 min, and then soaked in ethanol with 85 mM 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) overnight, to obtain acrylated coverslips. To pattern cell adhesive ligands, a thin 10% (w/v) 20 kDa PEG hydrogel (thickness ~160 μm) was first created on an acrylated coverslip by white light crosslinking for 30 seconds as described in section 2.2. The hydrogel was then soaked in the white light photoinitiator solution for a specific amount of time (at least 2 hours for bulk patterning of RGDS inside of the hydrogel and ~5 min for surface patterning of RGDS atop of the hydrogel). Next, a pre-designed photomask was aligned on the hydrogel and then assembled in a photo-crosslinking mold as previously described. The hydrogel was further crosslinked through the photomask by exposure to white light for 3 min. These gels were then rinsed with sterile-filtered PBS three times to remove unpolymerized PEG-RGDS. To confirm the results of the initial patterning study, fluorescently-tagged PEG-RGDS-Alexa Fluor 633 was prepared by reacting PEG-RGDS with Alexa Fluor succinimidyl ester (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at a 10:1 molar ratio overnight as previously described [32]. PEG-RGDS-Alexa Fluor 633 was mixed in the pre-polymer solution to demonstrate the efficiency of the micro-patterning of RGDS ligands as it could be visualized under a fluorescence microscope. Three different aspect ratios (1:1, 1:2 and 1:3) of rectangles (25 × 25 μm, 25 × 50 μm, 25 × 75 μm) were micro-patterned in this confirmation study.
2.7. Cell culture experiments

Aortic valve leaflets were dissected from porcine hearts obtained fresh from a commercial abattoir (Fisher Ham and Meats, Spring, TX). VICs were isolated from the dissected leaflets following a two-step digestion method [33]. The leaflets were first digested with collagenase II for 30 min at 37°C, then the surfaces were swabbed to remove the valvular endothelial cells. The leaflets were then finely minced and digested with collagenase III for 4 hours at 37°C to isolate the VICs. These VICs were cultured with DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% (v/v) bovine growth serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT), 1% (v/v) 1M HEPES (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) and 1% (v/v) Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Mediatech, Manassas, VA), and the culture media were changed every 2 days. Cells at passages 3-5 with confluency above 90% were used in the following experiments.

For two-dimensional (2D) cell culture, VICs were cultured atop PEG-RGDS hydrogels with various RGDS concentrations (0.1-5 mM), as well as on glass coverslips, at an initial density ~10,000 cells/cm². The cellular area and circularity were analyzed using Image J (NIH, Bethesda, MD) to study the effect of the amount of cell-adhesive peptide RGDS on cell morphology. Moreover, VICs were cultured on PEG-RGDS micro-patterns to investigate influence of these patterns to cell size and morphology.

For three-dimensional (3D) cell encapsulation, VICs were suspended in the pre-polymer solution, which was then crosslinked to form hydrogels on the acrylated coverslips. To study the effect of the PQ amount on VIC activity, 5% (w/v) pre-polymer solutions of 3.4 kDa PEGDA and PEG-PQ-PEG were prepared with the following weight percentages of PEG-PQ-PEG in the mixture: 0 (pure PEGDA), 20%, 60% and 100% (pure PEG-PQ-PEG). All pre-polymer solutions contained 1 mM RGDS. To study the effect of the RGDS amount on VIC activity, cells were encapsulated in 5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with three different concentrations of RGDS: 0.3, 1, 5 mM. A cell density of ~10⁶ cells/ml was used. Cell viability and morphology were evaluated by staining of filamentous actin using phalloidin and α-SMA for VIC activity as described in the next section.

In addition, media with/without serum collected from cell culture on PEG-peptide hydrogels (5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG with 5 mM RGDS) were used to determine MMP activity through a zymography test using a 10% precast polyacrylamide gel with gelatin (BioRad, Hercules, CA) following a Millipore protocol as previously described [31]. Compression tests of PEG-peptide hydrogels (4% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG with 5 mM RGDS) prepared either without cells or with cells (3×10⁷ cells/ml) and cultured for 1, 14, 21, or 28 days were performed to evaluate the integrity and mechanical strength of these hydrogels.

2.8. Cell viability and immunofluorescence staining

The viability/cytotoxicity kit from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR) was used to evaluate cell viability in different PEG hydrogels crosslinked using white light (Section 2.2).

To identify new ECM deposition and characterize cell phenotype, VICs were cultured in 5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with 5 mM RGDS for 14 days and 10% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with 5 mM RGDS for 21 days. Immunofluorescence staining of type I collagen and fibronectin was then performed following common protocols. For the negative controls,
the primary antibodies were omitted. Antibodies used for immunofluorescence analysis included primaries: rabbit anti-alpha smooth muscle actin, rabbit anti-type I collagen, mouse anti-fibronectin, mouse anti-vimentin, rabbit anti-calponin, mouse anti-caldesmon and rabbit anti-smooth muscle myosin heavy chain from Abcam (Cambridge, UK), and secondaries: Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin, Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG, Alexa Fluor 488 chicken anti-rabbit IgG, Alexa Fluor 555 donkey anti-mouse IgG, and Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit IgG from Invitrogen (Grand Island, NY). DAPI from KPL (Gaithersburg, MD) was used to visualize cell nuclei. All samples were fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde solution, permeabilized with 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100, and blocked with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution. The primary and secondary antibodies were incubated with samples overnight at 4°C. Samples were imaged using either a Nikon Eclipse TE300 microscope for 2D cell culture, or a Zeiss 5 Live confocal microscope with a z-interval of 1 μm for 3D cell culture.

2.9. Data analysis

All tests were conducted with at least triplicate samples. All data are expressed as means ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey testing. Statistical significance was accepted with \( p \) values of less than 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of PEGDA hydrogels

The swelling ratios of 10% (w/v) PEGDA hydrogels crosslinked with UV light were dependent upon PEGDA MW (Fig. 1A). For example, the 10% (w/v) 20 kDa PEGDA hydrogels swelled about 3 times, while the 10% (w/v) 3.4 kDa PEGDA hydrogels barely swelled. Furthermore, the compressive elastic moduli of PEGDA hydrogels were dependent on crosslinking time (Fig. 1B). There was a significant increase in elastic modulus with greater crosslinking time when either white light or UV light was used. Previous studies also demonstrated that the physical and mechanical properties of PEGDA hydrogels correlated with the MW of PEGDA molecules and crosslinking time [34-36].

3.2. Anisotropic mechanical behavior of patterned hydrogels

We next attempted to create anisotropic PEG hydrogels by photolithographic patterning of the stiffer, lower MW (3.4 kDa) PEGDA into weaker, higher MW (20KDa) PEGDA network. Stripe-patterned hydrogels were prepared using collimated UV light (Fig. 2). The dark stripes in Fig. 3A indicated the area where 3.4 kDa PEGDA was crosslinked within the 20 kDa PEGDA hydrogels, while the grey portion was 20 kDa PEGDA base gel. These stripe-patterned hydrogels were also prepared using white light (Fig. 3B-D). Fig. 3B showed that a resolution of 20 μm for the stripe pattern could be obtained by patterning with white light.

The tensile elastic modulus of these patterned hydrogels was significantly increased (relative to the base material alone) by incorporating 3.4 kDa PEGDA polymer in a pattern within the 20 kDa PEGDA base material (Fig. 4). Further, for the three partially stripe-patterned hydrogels with pattern area coverage of 10%, 15% and 20%, the elastic modulus of the
samples tested parallel to the stripe patterns was significantly different from the elastic modulus of those tested perpendicular to the patterns.

Our results show that stripe patterns of different width and area coverage can be formed using pre-designed photomasks with either UV light or white light patterning. The stripe-patterned generally demonstrate anisotropic mechanical behavior. The ratio of tensile elastic modulus in the parallel to perpendicular directions (relative to the stripe patterns) was approximately 4.1-6.8, which is a range comparable to that previously reported for aortic valve leaflets [37-40]. Therefore, PEG hydrogels that mimic the anisotropic behavior of valve leaflets can be fabricated by this photolithographic patterning method.

3.3. Modulation of cell morphology and activation using bioactive peptides

In our work, the peptide RGDS, derived from fibronectin [26], was incorporated into the PEG network to encourage adhesion and spreading of VICs. VICs cultured on PEG-RGDS hydrogels with varying amounts of RGDS (Fig. 5A-C) showed different adhesion characteristics from VICs seeded on glass coverslips (Fig. 5D). Upon increasing the amount of RGDS in the PEG network, the average cell area increased (Fig. 5E) while the average cell circularity decreased (Fig. 5F), indicating cell spreading to a greater degree. Fig. 5E showed that the average area of cells cultured on PEGDA hydrogels with 1 mM RGDS (~2.41 × 10³ μm²) was similar to that of VICs cultured on the coverslip (~2.53 × 10³ μm²).

We also found that VIC activation as characterized by α-SMA staining was correlated with the cell size (area), which was influenced by the concentration of RGDS incorporated into the PEG network (Fig. 5A-C and Fig. 6). VICs were found at higher levels of activation when they were cultured on PEG hydrogels that had larger amounts of RGDS in the polymer network (Fig. 6A-C). VICs were also immunostained for vimentin (D-F), smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (G-I), caldesmon (J-L), and calponin (M-O) on different concentrations of RGDS to further characterize VIC phenotypes. As expected, all VICs expressed similar levels of vimentin. VIC expressed fairly strong levels of caldesmon and weak levels of calponin, with the RGDS concentration of the hydrogel having little effect on these proteins. VIC expression of smooth muscle myosin appeared same trend with α-SMA, showing low levels in cells cultured atop low RGDS concentration and higher levels in cells cultured on top of the higher RGDS concentration. These results showed that higher RGDS concentrations can influence VICs toward a myofibroblast phenotype, which is characterized by these contractile proteins [41, 42].

To investigate further the effect of cell morphology and orientation on VIC activation, we prepared micro-patterns (rectangular or oval) of PEG-RGDS on PEGDA hydrogels by photolithographic patterning using pre-designed photomasks (Fig. S2). Single cells could be confined at certain size and morphology on PEG-RGDS micro-patterns after culture for 1 day (Fig. 7A, B). Staining for α-SMA in these cells (Fig. 7E, F) demonstrated that the α-SMA stress fibers were constrained to the edges of the micro-patterns, likely due to adhesive forces forming along the edges at the initiation of adhesion. Cells were also able to migrate from one patterned section to another (Fig. 7C, G). Alpha-SMA stress fibers in these cells showed aligned orientation spanning these two patterns (Fig. 7G), compared with the
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random orientation in cells cultured on PEGDA hydrogels with RGDS in a bulk presentation (Fig. 7H).

In the follow-up study employing different aspect ratios, the use of fluorescently-tagged PEG-RGDS-Alexa Fluor 633 in the photolithographic patterning confirmed that the PEG-RGDS was localized to the micro-patterns (Fig. 8A-C). Again, VICs were found to be confined to the micro-patterns for all different pattern aspect ratios. Phalloidin staining (Fig. 8D-F) showed a greater abundance of filamentous actin along the edges compared to the pattern interior. As in the first micro-pattern study, positive staining of α-SMA (Fig. 8G-I) indicated that VICs cultured on these patterns were activated.

3.4. Effect of peptide composition in PEGDA hydrogels on cellular activity

Because PEG hydrogels are bioinert, they are not able to support cell adhesion without further modification. For example, VICs encapsulated in 5% (w/v) 3.4 kDa PEG hydrogels were found to exhibit rounded morphologies after 2 days in culture (Fig. 9A). In 2D culture, incorporation of RGDS in the PEG network promoted VIC adhesion and influenced cell morphology and activation. In 3D culture, however, degradation of the scaffold is a necessity for cell-mediated remodeling of the TEHV. Thus, the PQ peptide was incorporated into the PEG network to improve VIC activity for matrix remodeling in 3D cultures. PQ is derived from collagen motifs [27] and has previously been used to form MMP-degradable polymer networks [43-45]. Here, VICs were found to elongate after 2 days of culture in 5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG with 1 mM RGDS (Fig. 9B). Additionally, some VICs became activated, as evidenced by positive staining for α-SMA, after 4 days in culture (Fig. 9C).

Our results indicated that cell viability significantly decreased with lower amounts of PQ peptide in the hydrogels (Fig. 9D), suggesting that the ability of cells to spread and extend 3D processes into the polymer network was critical for VICs to survive in the otherwise bioinert PEG hydrogels. The highest cell viability (~80%) was found in the hydrogels containing solely PEG-PQ-PEG (Fig. 9D, 5% w/v) compared to mixtures of PEG-PQ-PEG and PEGDA. This 5% PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel was then used to investigate the effect of RGDS concentration on cell viability and 3D process (elongation with dendritic extensions). Although cell viability was significantly greater for hydrogels containing 0.3 mM RGDS (Fig. 9E), viability was high (> 80%) for all concentrations tested (0.3-5 mM). Overall, it was confirmed that the PEG-peptide hydrogels, containing both PQ and RGDS derived from natural proteins, were able to provide a biomimetic microenvironment for VIC culture in vitro.

Loss of structural integrity was observed in some of the PEG-peptide hydrogels undergoing 3D cell culture for 14 days or longer, suggesting that the hydrogels were being degraded by the VICs, as intended. As previously noted, the PQ in the polymer network can be cleaved by MMPs [43-45] to allow hydrogel degradation. It has been reported that VICs can express matrix-degrading enzymes including MMPs and their tissue inhibitors (TIMPs) [46, 47]. Therefore, a zymography assay was performed to confirm the presence of MMPs in different media samples collected from VIC cultures (Fig. S3). This assay demonstrated that VICs cultured in the PEG-peptide hydrogel secreted MMP2 (~68 kDa) into serum-free
media (Fig. S3C), which corresponds with the remodeling of PEG-peptide hydrogels by these cells.

3.5. Extracellular matrix deposition from 3D cell culture in PEG-peptide hydrogels

To identify new ECM deposition by VICs encapsulated in PEG-peptide hydrogels, fluorescent staining of type I collagen and fibronectin proteins was performed. Both type I collagen and fibronectin were secreted by VICs in the hydrogel scaffold after culture for 14 days (Fig. 10A, B) and 21 days (Fig. 10C). A negative control processed without the primary antibodies demonstrated a lack of background staining (Fig. 10D). The 3D views of two of the stained samples (Fig. S4) demonstrated that new ECM was secreted to fill the space within the PEG-peptide hydrogel scaffolds. Furthermore, it was found that elastic moduli of PEG-peptide hydrogels with VICs cultured for 21 and 28 days significantly increased compared to those cultured for 1 and 14 days (Fig. S5, the PEG-peptide hydrogels without cells were also included for comparison), which indicated that ECMs deposited by VICs reinforced the hydrogels.

4. Discussion

The development of TEHVs is appealing due to the limitations of current devices for heart valve replacement. Advanced scaffold design features modeled upon those of native valves are crucially important for fabrication of a functional TEHV that can fulfill requisite tissue mechanics and cell-matrix interactions in vivo. Anisotropic mechanical behavior is typical for aortic valve leaflets, which experience different loading along their circumferential and radial axes. Moreover, the interaction between valvular cells and the ECMs plays a critical role in maintaining homeostasis of the resident cells, the ECM structures, and the mechanical behavior of the leaflets. Therefore, scaffolds used for TEHVs should mimic the mechanical properties and cell-matrix interactions of leaflets. However, no current polymer scaffold meets these criteria. In this study, we attempted to fabricate advanced PEGDA hydrogels to recapitulate key features of aortic valve leaflets, namely anisotropic mechanical properties, cell-to-ECM-like integrin binding sites, and proteolytically degradable matrix. By employing photolithographic patterning, we created stripes of 3.4 kDa PEGDA in 20 kDa PEGDA hydrogels, which endowed these hydrogels with a degree of anisotropy similar to that of aortic valve leaflets. Furthermore, the biological functionality of PEG hydrogels was modified by incorporation of bioactive peptides into the polymer network, including RGDS for cell adhesion and the PQ peptide (GGGPQGIWGQGK) to allow proteolytic degradation of the hydrogels.

The elastic moduli of PEG hydrogels were previously summarized as approximately 0.02-3.5 MPa in tension and 0.055-42.9 MPa in compression [48]. Indeed, the tunable mechanics of PEG scaffolds has resulted in the proposal for a variety of tissue engineering and drug delivery applications [48-50]. The hydrogels developed in the present study varied in strength with tensile elastic moduli of ~5-200 kPa depending on PEGDA MW and crosslinking time. Based on literature [37, 38, 40], the elastic moduli of aortic valve leaflets varies from approximately 3 MPa to 15 MPa in the circumferential direction and approximately 1 MPa to 2 MPa in the radial direction. The hydrogels used in this study were
not intended to replicate the native valve stiffness, but in future work PEGDA hydrogels for heart valve tissue engineering should be reinforced to obtain mechanical strength close to that of native leaflets.

Considering the range of hydrogel mechanical properties that can be generated using different MW PEG [34-36], we created stripe-patterns of stiffer 3.4 kDa PEGDA within softer 20 kDa PEGDA base hydrogels using photolithographic patterning (Fig. 3) to render anisotropic behavior. Several partially patterned PEG hydrogels showed anisotropic mechanical behavior, with the average tensile modulus along the orientation parallel to the stripe patterns approximately 4-7 times greater than that in the perpendicular orientation (Fig. 4). This level of anisotropy was comparable to that of aortic valve leaflets (human or porcine), in which the ratios of tensile elastic moduli between the circumferential and the radial directions were reported as between 2-8 [37-40]. For TEHVs, the scaffold material would not only need to withstand the dynamic, anisotropic mechanical loading \textit{in vivo} after implantation, but would also need to convey appropriate mechanical stimulation to the cells within the scaffold to promote matrix remodeling [17]. Anisotropic scaffolds for TEHVs have been developed previously, although not using hydrogels. Courtney et al. [51] developed electrospun poly(ester urethane) urea scaffolds and obtained anisotropic mechanical behavior that resembled that of native pulmonary valve leaflets. Additionally, Masoumi et al. [52] microfabricated poly(glycerol sebacate) scaffolds by laser ablation following a computational design to mimic anisotropy of native bovine aortic valve leaflets. Our demonstration that photolithographic stripe-patterned PEG hydrogels can mimic the anisotropy of aortic valve leaflets adds a new class of materials to the array of mechanically suitable TEHV scaffolds. A particular advantage of our method is that the degree of anisotropy of the scaffold can be easily modulated by controlling the stripe width and spacing.

In addition, we confirmed that incorporation of the fibronectin-derived, cell adhesive peptide RGDS into the PEG network can support adhesion and migration of VICs in 2D culture. Bioactive moieties in the scaffold play a key role in signal transduction between matrix and cells. A variety of peptides have been incorporated into the bioinert PEG network in order to elicit specific responses of resident or recruited cells by mimicking their microenvironment [43, 53, 54]. In particular, RGDS, which serves as a ligand for several integrins [55], has been widely used to support adhesion of a variety of cells to different substrates [56-59]. In the present work, RGDS was incorporated into the PEG network to support adhesion of VICs and modulate cell morphology. As the concentration of RGDS within the PEG hydrogel was increased, there was an increase in cellular area and a corresponding decrease in circularity, indicating greater spreading of VICs. This RGDS-driven cell spreading also resulted in greater activation of VICs cultured atop the PEG hydrogels. Moreover, we demonstrated that VIC morphology and orientation can be modulated using micro-patterns of RGDS created by photolithographic methods. This technique allowed us to restrict the size and aspect ratios of single VICs, and thus modulate the degree of VIC activation.

VIC activation involves a transition from the fibroblast to myofibroblast phenotype, and activated VICs play a key role in matrix remodeling in physiological and pathological conditions of heart valves [60-62]. For \textit{in vitro} tissue engineering, VIC activation facilitates...
the production of new ECM proteins as well as matrix degradation. Previous studies have shown that VIC activation in vitro can be influenced by cell density [63], growth factor availability [64], matrix composition [64, 65] and substrate stiffness [66, 67]. However, the underlying mechanism for VIC activation in general remains poorly understood. Our study in which we confined VICs with micro-patterns of RGDS provided a proof-of-concept demonstration that VIC activation in vitro can be controlled by restricting cell size and morphology. In the future, PEG hydrogels that have RGDS patterned or present in varying concentrations could be used in TEHV designs to modulate VIC activation.

For 3D VIC cultures, biomimetic PEG hydrogels were developed by tethering two ECM-derived peptides, RGDS and PQ, into the polymer network. There was a significant influence of the amount of PQ and RGDS in the PEG network on the viability of VICs in 3D. As noted above, incorporation of RGDS into the PEG network was important for VIC adhesion on 2D culture, and has been previously shown to support VIC adhesion and migration in 3D culture [45]. Because scaffold degradation is a critical facet of remodeling in tissue engineered constructs, MMP-sensitive hydrogels were developed to render the network proteolytically degradable by encapsulated cells [43]. Indeed, incorporation of the PQ peptide was previously shown to support in vitro degradation of PEG hydrogels by a variety of cells [43-45]. In this work, VIC viability was increased when greater amounts of PQ were present in the network. Upon the addition of 1 mM RGDS to the PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels, a high percentage of VICs within the hydrogels showed pronounced elongation with dendritic extensions and activation of these cells indicated by the positive staining of α-SMA.

Activation of VICs cultured in these biomimetic PEG-peptide hydrogels was also borne out in the longer term by early degradation of the polymer matrix (likely modulated by VIC-secreted MMP2) and de novo deposition of type I collagen and fibronectin. Degradation decreases the integrity and strength of the scaffold, whereas deposition of new ECMs into the 3D structure increases the mechanical strength of the scaffold. Therefore, it is crucially important to obtain a balance between these two processes in order to maintain the overall mechanical integrity of tissue engineered constructs. In future work, the amount of RGDS, PQ, or other bioactive peptides incorporated into the PEG network should be further investigated to fine-tune this balance.

Conclusions

Recapitulating the critical features of leaflets such as the anisotropic mechanical behavior and biological functions is a critical step in developing a tissue engineered heart valve (TEHV). In this study, PEG hydrogels with tunable mechanical properties and tailored biological functions were evaluated as TEHV scaffolds. First, stripe-patterned structures were created in PEG hydrogels by photolithographic patterning leading to anisotropic mechanical characteristics mimicking that of aortic valve leaflets. Furthermore, the adhesion, morphology, protein secretion and activation state of VICs encapsulated in these materials was modulated by the specific amounts of bioactive peptides incorporated into the polymer network. Secretion of MMP2 was identified in the culture of VICs on the PEG-peptide hydrogel, corresponding with the degradation of the PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogel.
scaffold by these cells. In addition, we showed that VIC activation correlated with cell size and morphology and could be modulated by RGDS concentration or the presence of micropatterns in the hydrogel matrix. Taken together, this study lays the basis for the fabrication of advanced PEG hydrogels utilizing valve-inspired design features for heart valve tissue engineering, as well as for investigation of the mechanisms of VIC activation.
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(A) Swelling ratios of 10% (w/v) PEGDA hydrogels varied across different molecular weights (3.4, 6, 10, 20 kDa); (B) Elastic moduli of 10% 3.4 kDa PEGDA hydrogels increased with longer crosslinking time using either white light or UV light (from non-collimated UV lamp). $p < 0.001$ of sample versus the 10 kDa sample, $^#p < 0.001$ of sample versus the 20 kDa sample, $^{*}p < 0.001$ among groups denoted by the horizontal line.
Fig. 2.
A schematic drawing of the photolithographic patterning process used to create stripe-patterned PEG hydrogels: (A) 10% 20 kDa PEGDA hydrogel was crosslinked with collimated UV light for 2 min as a “base slab”; (B) the “base slab” was soaked in a 20% 3.4 kDa PEGDA solution; (C) the 3.4 kDa PEGDA was crosslinked into the 20 kDa PEGDA hydrogel through a pre-designed stripe-pattern photo mask; (D) the patterned hydrogel was soaked in fresh PBS to remove unreacted PEGDA and photoinitiator molecules; (E) the patterned hydrogels were stained with cresyl violet acetate for visualization of patterns.
Fig. 3.
Stripe-patterned PEGDA hydrogels can be prepared by crosslinking 3.4 kDa PEGDA within a 20 kDa PEGDA base gel: (A) 100 μm stripe (dark lines) patterns with 15% area coverage created by collimated UV light patterning; (B) 20 μm, (C) 50 μm and (D) 100 μm stripe patterns with 20% area coverage created by white light patterning. For (B-D), scale bar = 100 μm.
Fig. 4.  
Tensile elastic modulus of PEGDA hydrogels created with or without anisotropic stripe-patterns. The stripe patterns were formed by crosslinking 3.4 kDa PEGDA within a 20 kDa PEGDA base gel, with area coverage of 10%, 15% and 20%. The sample denoted as 100% 3.4 kDa indicates full crosslinking (i.e., no stripe pattern was present) of the 20 kDa base gel with the added 3.4 kDa PEGDA. $^p < 0.01$ of sample versus the 20 kDa sample, $^\& p < 0.001$ of sample versus the 100%3.4kDa sample, $^% p < 0.001$ of sample versus the 10%3.4kDa para sample, $^* p < 0.01$ of sample versus the 10%3.4kDa perp sample, $^* p < 0.001$ among groups denoted by the horizontal line.
Fig. 5.
Immunocytochemical staining of α-SMA (red) and nuclei (blue DAPI) for cells cultured on PEG hydrogels for 1 day with different amounts of RGDS: (A) 0.3 mM, (B) 1 mM and (C) 5 mM, as well as on the coverslip as a control (D). Cell spreading was significantly affected by the RGDS concentration. Images were processed using Image J to calculate the cellular area (E) and circularity (F). Scale bar = 100 μm. *p < 0.001 of sample versus the 0.3 mM RGDS sample, #p < 0.01 of sample versus the coverslip.
Fig. 6. 
VICs cultured on 5% (w/v) 3.4 kDa PEGDA hydrogels for 2 days demonstrated phenotypic differences depending on the amount of RGDS: (A, D, G, J, M) 0.1 mM (quiescent status), (B, E, H, K, N) 1 mM (low degree of activation) and (C, F, I, L, O) 5 mM (high degree of activation), characterized by immunocytochemical staining of α-SMA (A-C), vimentin (D-F), smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (G-I), caldesmon (J-L), calponin (M-O) and DAPI for nuclei (blue). Scale bar = 20 μm.
Fig. 7.
Phase contrast images of VICs cultured for 1 day on micro-patterns of PEG-RGDS (A-C) created by the photolithographic patterning, and the immunocytochemical staining (E-G) of \( \alpha \)-SMA (red) and DAPI (blue), as well as cells cultured atop the PEGDA hydrogel with 1 mM RGDS in a bulk condition as control (D, H). VICs that were restricted to the single micro-patterns had their \( \alpha \)-SMA stress fibers aligned around the pattern periphery. Images C and G show cells spanning two micro-patterns. Scale bar = 50 \( \mu \)m.
Fig. 8.
Fluorescent images of rectangular micro-patterns of PEG-RGDS and VICs cultured on these patterns at different aspect ratios: (A, D, G) 25 × 25 μm (1:1), (B, E, H) 25 × 50 μm (1:2) and (C, F, I) 25 × 75 μm (1:3) for 1 day. Fluorescently-tagged PEG-RGDS-Alexa Fluor 633 was localized to the micro-patterns (A-C). Staining of filamentous actin (phalloidin/green, D-F), α-SMA (red, G-I) and cell nuclei (DAPI/blue, D-I) was performed after the VICs were cultured for 1 day. Scale bar = 50 μm.
Fig. 9.
Fluorescent staining showed that the VICs were rounded after culture in 5% (w/v) 3.4 kDa PEG hydrogel for 2 days (A), but spread and activated after culture in 5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG with 1 mM RGDS for 2 days (B) and 4 days (C). Green: phalloidin/filamentous actin, Red: α-SMA, Blue: DAPI/nuclei; (D) VICs cultured in 5% (w/v) PEG hydrogels (with 1 mM RGDS) composed of different amounts of PEG-PQ-PEG and PEGDA for 5 days. There was greater VIC viability in the hydrogels containing a greater proportion of PQ. (E) Viability of cells varied when cultured in 5% (w/v) PEG-PQ-PEG hydrogels with different amounts of RGDS. Scale bar = 50 μm. NS (no significant difference) and *p < 0.001 among groups denoted by the horizontal line. #p < 0.05 of sample versus the 0.3 mM RGDS sample. &p < 0.01 of sample versus the 1 mM RGDS sample. +p < 0.001 of sample versus the 1 mM RGDS sample.
Fig. 10.
ECM deposition in 3D culture of VICs in PEG-PQ-PEG and PEG-RGDS hydrogels: (A, B) 5% PEG-PQ-PEG with 5 mM RGDS for 14 days and (C) 10% PEG-PQ-PEG with 5 mM RGDS for 21 days stained for type I collagen (red), fibronectin (green) and cell nuclei (DAPI/blue), and (D) negative control processed without primary antibodies for type I collagen and fibronectin. Cell density = 10^6 cells/ml. Scale bar = 50 μm.